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Chairmanships Filled;
Fourteen Faculty Promoted
Sixteen members of the faculty
will receive promotions effective
before
the next school year,
President Albert C. Jacobs announced recently. The promotions
include department chairmanships, and the ranks of full and
associate professorships.
Two College professors will become chairmen of their respec-
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WalterJ. Klimczak

tive departments. Dr. Richard B.
Scheuch will assume the chairmanship of the department of economics, while Dr. Walter J. Klimczak will become chairman of the
mathematics
department.
Effective July 1, the professors will
be taking over the posts held by
Dr. Lawrence W. Towle and Dr.
Harold Dorwart respectively, both
of whom reach the mandatory retirement age of 65 this year.
Jacobs also announced that seven
members of the College faculty
have been promoted to the rank of
full professor. The associate professors who will assume their
new positions effective September
1 a r e : Robert A. Battis, department
of economics; John A. Dando, English; Roy A. Dath, physical education; Theodor M. Mauch, rell-'
gion; Richard K. Morris, education;
August E. Sapega, engineering; and Robert C. Stewart,
mathematics.
The President further announced
the appointments of seven assistant professors to the rank of
associate professor,
effective

September 1. The assistant professors who have been promoted
are: Ward S. Curran, department
of economics; Howard DeLong,
philosophy; Albert L. Gastmann,
government; James K. Heeren,
chemistry; Albert J. Howard, Jr.,
physics; Donald G. Miller, physical
education; and C. Freeman Sleeper, religion.

Richard B. Scheuch

Response Termed Overwhelming
6
9
To Institute's New English Study
Summer Institute Director James
W. Gardner, Jr. reported that
he is "overwhelmed with the r e sponse" to the College's "New
English" brochure sent out only
two weeks ago.
The Special Summer Institute,
which will study transitional currlcular from high school to college
level, has already received 600inquiries into the program. "Gardner anticipates about 2000 "hard"
applications before the March 20
deadline for the 36 places available in the summer curriculum
study program.
The primary purpose of the Special Institute, as outlined in the

11-page brochure, is "to provide
public and private school educators currently in administrative
charge of curriculum matters, or
with strong interest in curriculum
in English, opportunities to increase their command of new subject matter in linguistics, rhetoric,
and criticism and to explore the
implications of this new subject
matter for the English curricula
of their schools."
The program will convene at the
College from June 25 to August
12. Participants will gather again
at the College for two days In the
Spring of 1968 to report on and
to evaluate progress made in im-

•Referendum Endorses
Independents9 Council
Independents have received a vote 'subcommittee on independents.
To test student support for esof confidence in student affairs.
The recent referendum endorsed tablishing an Independent's Coun'he establishment of an Indepen- cil, they brought the proposal bedent's Council, out of 700 ballots fore the Senate in the form of a
cast, 625 voted "yes" for the petition with 100 signatures. The
council which would function s i - Senate then conducted the referenmilarly to the IFC and FEC.
dum.
"Independents need a forum like
The movement to set up an Independent's Council began through the IFC and FEC to air views
the efforts of Carl Levitsky '68 and present problems," Borus
and David Borus '68. Concerned noted. "Independents comprise 33%
with giving independents recogni- of the upper class student body and
tion and representation in student only three senators are inde"fairs, Levitsky and Borus were pendents. The other 33 are fraterappointed co-chairmen of the CITE nity men. Without the solid block
of votes that a fraternity provides,
it's almost impossible to get
elected."
Borus cited over-crowded dining
facilities in Hamlin Hall and inadeApplications for the Selective
quate social facilities for indeService College Qualification
pendents'as two problems in need
Test are now available in the
of immediate attention by the CounRegistrar's Office.
cil.
. The test will be given on
"Right now we're concerned with
March 11th, March 31st, April
how
the
Council
will be
8th, 1967.
structured," Borus expl'aimed.
Applications must be post"Whether it will be tightly strucmarked no later than February
tured like the IFC or more loosely
^ 1967; late applications will
organized has not yet been denot be processed.
cided."

Selective Service
Examination Dates
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Medusa Initiates
New Procedures
The Medusa presented a proposal for major revision and a
shift of emphasis in its disciplinary procedure at a meeting with
members of the Committee on Academic Standing and Discipline,
selected members of the Senate, and the TRIPOD editor .Thursday.

'

.
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The main points of the new procedure are designed to involve faculty in difficult Medusa decisions and to diminish the
investigative function of the student disciplinary body.
Whereas under the present system the Medusa recommends a
penalty involving suspension to the Dean of Students, under the
new plan a Joint Disciplinary Committee, composed of three
specially selected faculty and three Medusa, will hold the power
of expulsion, suspension, and censure. The Medusa and faculty
will sit on the Committee as equals and their decisions must
be unanimous.
A second major point of revision is that the Dean of Students
will, in most cases, handle the investigative functions which
were formerly the Medusa's realm. Inherent in this change, as
was pointed out at the meeting, is the understanding that
the Junior Advisors will have
to accept more responsibility
for disciplinary matters. With
J.A.'s assuming more responsibility for discipline, the.
Medusa will become more of a
judicial body, no longer servA Seminar program for Hartfori
area high school students to b e ' ing as policing agent, proseconducted by Trinity under- cutor, and judge.

Ehrenberg
To Begin
Seminars

graduates has been approved by
the College. The Seminar Program, under the direction of Peter
plimenting the proposed curricu- Ehrenberg '69 and William Mason
lum changes^
'69 will offer 13 separate courses
Institute Director Gardner noted' in the areas of psychology, philthat selection of the participants osophy, modern literary genres,
will be an extremely difficult religion, and current events. Each
task. He will be aided by a se- course will be monitored by a
lection committeeof £>r. ; J. Bard College student majoring- in the
McNulty, Mr. Paul Smith. Dr. area covered who will serve as
Alexander A. MacKimmie, and a discussion leader.
Dr. Robert D. Foulke of the ColProfessor
Alexander Mackimlege, and Miss Joan Kerelejza of mle, chairman of the education
the Farmington Public Schools. department has been designated
Owen Thomas Who, according to to act as a co-ordinating advisor
Gardner, is one of the country's for the entire program. In addileading transformational gram- tion a faculty member will work
marians will serve as lecturer and with the discussion leaders in each
consultant to the Summer Insti- separate area. Those faculty-memtute.
bers assisting are Dr. Blanchard
WRTC-FM will feature a discus- Means, philosophy; Dr. Edmond
sion of the "New English" on its Cherbonnier, religion; Dr. J. Bard
February 27 "Sunday Show."
McNulty, English; Dr. Murray
Gardner has participated in NDEA Stedman, government; Dr. M. CurInstitute programs,for the past tis Langhorne, psychology; and
two summers at the University Mr, George Benz, government.
of New Mexico at Albuquerque. These men will serve as adviIn the NDEA program he found sors and suggest curriculum and
an "unusual opportunity to for- supplementary materials.
mulate curriculum revision" which
The need for the program, noted
led to his interest in establishing Ehrenberg, stems from an awarean Institute here. The NDEA grant- ness of "definite cultural demared the College $65,000 for study cation that divide the greater Hartof the "New English" last Novem- ford community into groups and
ber.
(Continued on Page 5)

See Text of
Medusa Proposal
Page 7
The Medusa initiated the reform,
the report states, because it found
that collaborating with faculty on
difficult cases often provided a
valuable point of view in dispensing justice.
The new disciplinary procedure,
the Medusa hopes, will instill a
new spirit of cooperation between
faculty and the student disciplinary body and thereby decrease the
chance of administrative overrulings of Medusa recommendations : in serious disciplinary
matters. These overrullngs, it has
been felt, have plagued theieffectiveness of the Medusa during the
past few years.- Last Spring, after student protests of administrative overrullngs, the Medusa expressed "serious misgivings"
about continuing its tradition while
its role lay undefined.
The proposal will go into effect
after an endorsement by the Senate
and after consideration by the Faculty. The Medusa will continue to
operate with five men until the
Spring tapping ceremony when the
normal seven will be selected.

IFC to Sponsor Comedian Gregory
Negro comedian and author Dick
Gregory who, according- to the
New York TIMES, is a "standup
comic who sees most things in
terms of black and white, but
who nevertheless manages to Integrate them with laughs" will
speak at the College on Tuesday,
February 21.
Gregory is refreshing in that he
feels secure enough to joke about
the trials and triumphs of his
own race ( while he can also laugh
in a brotherhood of humor with
white men about their own problems, his reviewers report. He
can joke successfully about the
N.A.A.C.P. as well as the P.T.A,

Gregory is the author of the book
FROM THE BACK OF THE BUS
and has recorded a record called
"In Living Black and White."
Gregory's career as a comedian
started out slowly as Negro comedians were not in great demand.
However, he has worked himself
up to the point where he has had
top billing at the best night clubs.
Gregory was a scholarship student at Southern Illinois University.
:
The IFC is sponsoring Gregory's talk which will begin at
6:30 in the Washington Room. Fraternity men will get first priority
on the seating.
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College to Host
Harpsichordist

by A. Rand Gordon
Never has an intemperate audience so easily absorbed a Carry
Nation-like temperance drama.
To cries of "Banish Demon Rum"
and "I'll never go back to the
Bowery
Anymore",
Augustln
Daly's 1867 plea against the vices
of drink are melodramatically
spewed at the participating audience. The~ Hartford Stage Company encourages its patrons to
reply to the action of "Under
the Gaslight" by all "undecorous
behavior Including boisterous.;,
booing, hissing, weeping,
and
shrieking. Only firearms are not
permitted at the performances."
The melodramatically oozing dialogue and action afford the spectator effusive delight in at last
seeing the stereotyped situations,
conflicts and crises on which our
forebearers were born and bred.
We thrill to the driving beat of
the Salvation Army Band; spines
tingle at the sight of the matron's
chorus line; sensltlvles
are

The Fine Arts Department has announced the engagement of world
famous
harpsichordist,
Ralph
Klrkpatrick, in concert Friday,
March 3 at 8:15 p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre. The concert, which
is to be sponsored by the College, will be open to the public
and Mr. Kirkpatrick will be available for discussion with interested
students earlier in the evening.
Appointed to the Yale faculty In
1940 and conducting several world
tours, Klrkpatrick has had a distinguished and active career. His
recent appearances include the
Bach Festivals In Liepzig and Munich and the Handel Festival In
Halle. In 1964 he played Bach's
'Goldberg Variations' at Philharmonic Hall before a capacity audience. In 1957 he lectured at the Universities of Capetown nd Wltwatersra in South Africa and was
scathed by the lashing tongues of awarded an honorary doctorate
society. It's really too brutal. from Oberlin College.
The plot, which serves to space
Kirkpatrick is a member of the
out the "OLIO" or melodies American Philosophical Society
sprinkled generously throughout and a Fellow of the American
the production, consists of a das- Academy of Arts and Sciences.
tardly villain's attempted abduc- He has been awarded a Guggention of one of New York's cele- heim Fellowship and was recently
brated "500". Through various promoted to the position of protwists of happenstance the su- fessor of music at Yale University.
premely arch villain Byke, played
by Henry Thomas, casts the heroine "Laura (Charlotte Moore), into
the East River and ties Snorkey,
the soldier messenger, to the
tracks just minutes before the 5:05
comes roaring through. From this
brief description one can only
guess at the breathtaking speed
A. R. Ammons, the poet who
with which the story rushes head- wrote the acclaimed 200-foot long
long to denouement and disem- " Tape for the New Year" on addbroilement.
ing machine tape, will give a
One final suggestion for added reading of his poetry February 17
enjoyment is to sit well back in at 8:15 p.m. in the Austin Arts
the theatre so that one. has a Center.
Ammons is one of five poets
clear view of the audience who
Invariably will prove as enter- sponsored by the Poetry Center
this year. His poetry has appeartaining as the cast Itself.
ed in such publications as the
HUDSON REVIEW, THE NATION
(for which he was one time

Poet Ammons to Read in Arts Center:
Acclaimed for 200 Foot-Long Work
poetry editor), the NEW YORK
TIMES, POETRY, and the PARTISAN REVIEW.
"Ommateum," his first book, was
published In 1955 and was followed
by "Expression of Sea Level" in
1964,
"Corsons Inlet" in 1965,
"Tape for the Turn of the Year"
in 1965, and "Northfield Poems"
in 1966.
Guests of the Poetry Center are
presently sponsored by a grant
of the College which provides for

Tull Announces Speakers
For Spring Term Vespers
Chaplain Alan C. Tull has announced the schedule of speakers
for the spring term's Vesper services, to be held Sunday evenings
at 5 p.m. in the College chapel.
Tull has tried to attract contemporary religious thinkers to the
campus and have them speak on
the subject of their choice.
On February 12 Richard A. Norris Jr., professor of church history, at the Philadelphia Divinity
School, will speak on "The Christian as Atheist." Norris has published widely acclaimed works in
contemporary religious thought
and also in historical theology.
Tom F. Driver, Ph. D (Feb. 26),
is associate professor of Christian theology at the Union Theological Seminary, and is mainly
concerned with Christianity and
the. arts. Author of several literary criticisms, he also writes
theatre reviews.
Paul L. Lehmann, Th.D (March
5), Is Auburn Professor of Systematic Theology at Union The"AND NOW, me proud beauty!"--Henry Thomas, as the treacherous Byke, threatens Charlotte Moore, as Laura Courtland,
the heroine. The authentic century old melodrama, "Under the
Gaslight," by Augystin Daly, is now playing at the Hartford
Stage Company through February 19.

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Ave.

ological Seminary and a prominent new morality thinker. Tull
(Continued on Page 3)

a week's residency and two onenight stands. This year's expanded program has been made possible through the financial assistance of the Goodwin Fellows and
through personal contacts of the
Center members.
Poetry Center Chairman James
W. Gardner, Jr. hopes to bring
poet Robert Creeley to the College for a reading in the Spring.
Encouraged by the enthusiasm generated by the residency of Lawrence Ferlinghetti in the Fall,
Gardner is seeking funds to establish a Spring residency for
a novelist, playwright, or critic.
The Poetry Center has added Dr.
Jerrold Ziff, Mr. Robbins Winslow, Mr. Thorne Sherwood, Jr.,
Mrs. Violet Kaufman, and Christopher Lees to its membership.

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
™5

BLANKETS

• One Day Service
• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation
Will Be Interviewing On

February 16, 1967
Candidates For Their Sales Training Program

[Just West of Summit St. Gate)
Offering Mobil Products
Complete Automotive Service
Free Pickup & Delivery Service
7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays • 8 a.m. - I 0 p.m. Sundays
249-3212

Sales Program Is Open To Candidates
From Any Of The Academic Fields
Please Check With Placement
Office For More Details
An Equal Opportunity Employer

^
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English 102-K Plans
Survey of Yeats, Jung
Freshmen will have an opportunity to work with an English
Instructor completing his doctoral thesis to fulfill the department's
requirement. James W. Gardner,
jr. is holding a special section,
102-K, on W. B. Yeats and Karl
Jung.
Freshmen who enroll today or
tomorrow will work with Gardner
on the research for his Ph.D.
thesis which he will finish this
term.

Fraternities
Grab Rushees
Second semester rush week enabled 29 undergraduates to join
fraternities during the IFC monitered three day period in which
brothers and rushees were allowed
to drink liquor. The following houses pledged these men:
Alpha Chi Rho: Wilbur Glahn '69
Alpha Delta Phi: Peter Chick '69
Delta Kappa Epsilon: Michael
Raptakis '69, Barry Richardson
'69, William MacLachlan '69, Jef- ,
frey Gordon '69, William Koch'69,
Edward Hazen'69.
Phi Kappa Psi: Barrel Burnstein
'69, Donald Johnson '69. Greenrv
Mears '69, David Beatty '6.
Pi Kappa Alpha: John Cooper
'69, Laurence Ach '69,
Psi Upsilon: Van Alford '69, Roger Knight '69, Harold Orr '69,
Joseph Russo '68.
Saint Anthony Hall: David Knowlton '69, Diedrich August '69.
Sigma Nu: Edward Parrack '69,
Peter Greene '68.
Theta XI: Jay Campbell '69, Arnold Maltz '69, Paul Cassarino
'68.

Vespers--

Gardner finds " much in the philosophical thought of both Yeats
and Jung that is startllngly similar, yet three years of my research has failed to uncover any
evidence that they ever met or
read the other's works."
Gardner hopes that freshmen will
respond enthusiastically to the opportunity to do original research
in exploring similarities in the
thought of these two 20th century
intellects. "Many teachers look
with distaln on 'using' a class to
teach their dissertation, but I can
think of nothing more pedagogically
sound than for instructor and student to work together in an area
of mutual interest," Gardner said,
"This, after all, is the basic method used to great advantage in
natural science. The distinction
between student and teacher at
M.I.T. tends to disappear. Further, one of the most destructive
ideas in the teaching of English
an4 other humanities is that the
professor posseses, or should possess, something like total knowledge of his field.
"I am looking forward to submitting a thesis which will bear
the inscription 'With deepest gratitude to English section 102-K,
Trinity College, Spring 1967,'"
Gardner concluded.
To complement his course Gardner plans to bring two authorities
on Yeats and Jung to lecture to the
special section. Dr. Joseph Campbell, an anthropologist from Sarah Lawrence College, will speak
on Jung. The chairman of the
comprehensive literature department at the University of Massachusetts, Dr. Bernard Falschmann, will discuss the poetry and
thought of Yeats.
The first Class meeting of section
102-K will be February 13.

Engley Sets
New Hours
On Saturday

Spyridon Granitsas

Kenneth Maxwell

UN Reporter Colloquium
To Illuminate To Present
Current Myth
Churchman
"Myths in Contemporary Thinking" will be the subject of a talk
in the Watkinson Library Open
House to be delivered by Spyridon Granitsas, a United States
correspondent
and
free-lance
writer. He will speak next Tuesday at 8:15 p.m.
A United States citizen who came
to this country in 1950, Granitsas
started his journalistic career in
1940 as a junior war correspondent on the Albanian front. Before
coming to the United States, h&
worked with Radio Athens as a
parliamentary correspondent and
with the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation. He has also been a
U.N. broadcaster in Paris, New
York, Berlin, and Geneva. Currently he is a U.S. and U.N. cor" respondent for three Greek newspapers.
The Curator of the Watkinson
Library, Mrs. Marian Clarke,
praised Granitsas as an outstanding speaker and we regard the
lecture as a preliminary to the
April symposium on cybernetics."

Dr Kenneth Maxwell, former executive director of the Department of International Affairs for
the National Council of Churches,
will speak In Alumni Lounge, Wednesday, February 15, at 4 p.m.
His topic will be "Ethics in International Relations at the Colloquium sponsored jointly by the
government and religion departments.
Dr. Murray Stedman, chairman
of the Government Department,
noted that Maxwell's topic "poses
the question of whether there is
any place in International affairs
for personal ethical considerations. This is highly germane
to our campus, especially with
regard to Vietnam."
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
Denison University, Maxwell received his Ph.D. from Yale and
was a graduate research scholar
at Cambridge University, England.
He is presently an associate professor of political science at Rider
College in Trenton, N.J.

The College Library has extended its Saturday hours to 10 p.m.
Librarian Donald B. Engley announced that "because several
members of the freshmen class
have asked for the extension, the
change will be made on an experimental basis during the Trinity Term."
Engley said that three students
have volunteered to run the library during these new hours,
but that because of the limited
staff, not all the facilities would
be open. The use of closed and
open reserve books, circulation
of books from the open stacks,
and the use of reading areas for
study purposes will be the only
services available on Saturday evening. The reference service will
not be available, and the Cage
area, Watkinson, and the serial*
department would all be closed.
If the attendance figures indicate
an appreciable use of the library
during the trial period, Engley r e ported that the service would be
continued.
P.D.M.
Grinder & Pizza Shop
"The brand new pizza
Shop at the corner of
New Britain and Broad"
Featuring:
Home style Jtqlfan Pizza
Made thick or thin to order
Special JUMBO Grinders
525-9088
Delivery Service

(Continued from Page 2)
described him as "provacativeand
stimulating." His book ETHICS
IN A CHRISTIAN CONTEXT is
a major contribution to the field.
Rowan A. Greer, Ph.D April
12), is a New Testament scholar
and assistant professor at Yale
University.
\
John C. Bennett, D.D. (April 30),
President and Reinhold Nlebuhr
Professor of Social Ethnics of
Union Theological Seminary, one of
the most important and prominent
leaders in contemporary Christian
thought and a prominent critic of
the administration's foreign policy. He holds doctorates from
sixteen universities, is editor of
"Christianity and Crisis", and
author of many books on social
ethics.
John H. Esquirol, D.D. (May 7), is
suffragan Bishop of Connecticut
and a leader in the National Church.
These speakers will be at the
College to preach and will then
visit a particular fraternity following vespers where the entire
campus will be invited to meet
and to talk with them.

Hilton Hotel
Barber Shop
Mr. Blais
5 Barbers, 1 Barberette

The Modern Barber
Shop for Mocfern Men
Manager has attended '
Hair Styling Conference
in Paris

Also by Appointment
Corner of Ford & Pearl
247-8386

It stands for your Fidelity
Man On Campus. He's
coming soon to tell
you about the many
challenging careers offered by
The Fidelity. Be on the
lookout for him. He can help
you make one of the most
important decisions of your
life. Check your Placement
Officer for further details.

Wednesday, March i is FMOC Day

The Fidelity
Mutual Life Insurance Company, Phila., Pa. 19101
88 years of.service

Life/Health/Group/Pensions/Annuities
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Commission Proposes NET Expansion
Klllian stressed that national dir- tion oriented towards regional In- direct consumer contribution to
be served by commercial television alone and that a more ex- ection would be minimized so that terest from a general pool of pro- TV program costs. Killlan noted
grams. In conjunction with the Ford at the press conference that a
The Carnegie Commission on Ed- panded system of non-commer- control might be rooted in the Foundation proposal for an edu- $25 million endowment would be
ucational Television has announced cial television should become a autonomy of local stations. The cational
television
satellite needed to Initiate the Corporation
a potentially far-reaching proposal national institution." The non-pro- Commission cited their underlying network system which would pro- for Public Television prior to reconcern
as
Increasing
locally
orifit
directive
agency
for
the
proto establish a "well-financed and
1
vide the interconnections for the liance upon the funds netted from
well-directed educational tele- posed educational television ex- ginating programs by means of sumultaneous showing of Channel taxation. By establishing a Treaaugmenting
the
present
propansion
would
be
a
committee
of
vision system, substantially larger
24 programs, General Manager, sury Department trust fund for
and far more pervasive and ef- six prominent Individuals appoint- gramming choices offered by NET. Hudelson
stressed that the the Corporation, Public Television
fective than that which now ex- ed by the President and six ad- The Commission's recommenda- Corporation for Public Television would avoid the vagaries of govists in the United States." Dr. ditional members to be selected tions may provide some solutions would serve only as a distribution ernment
budgeting requiring
James R. Killlan, chairman of the by the original appointees; the to the feasibility and desirability agent for "live-networking."
approval by Congress.
twelve
man
panel
would
be
known
of
a
nation-wide
educational
netMIT Corporation and director of
The Commission furthermore ex- In an essay appearing in the New
the distinguished panel of educa- as the 'Corporation for Public work, the establishment of which
was urged by Connecticut ETV pressed its conviction that a non- York TIMES, James Reston pretors, broadcasters, artists, and Television.'
The Corporation Is designed to Director of Development John C. commercial television institution dicted that this proposal, if adpublic servants,
urged that
require
some sort of opted by the Congress, would have
the "purpose of noncommercial direct the programming of tele- Lenn.hoff In the October 11 issue would
television should be to stress local vision selections on a national of the TRIPOD. He hoped a na- Federal funding. Their proposal to a substantial impact on the course
and regional diversities in the arts, basis to local and regional tele- tional system would provide more finance the program Involves a of the American way of life in
vision stations. The Commission efficient programming for greater congresslonally approved 2-5%tax the future. He interpreted the Careducation, and opinion."
however, that the variety In television presentations on the sale of new television sets; negie Commission proposal as a
The proposal to Initiate a more emphasized,
Corporation would neither operate and for national hook-ups designed such an arrangement would an- suggestion that "there Is a difencompassing: network system nor
the individual TV sta- , to present simultaneous showings nually provide an estimated ference between what sells on telwould provide an auxiliary func- tlons;control
$40-100 million underwriting for evision and what endures, what
stations
would act Indepen- of a particular program.
tion to the National Educational dently In selecting
the Corporation's activities.
the
programs
The
Public
Television
proposal
takes peoples' minds off the troublTelevision Corporation, the Con- made available by the central agThe Imposition of a Federal ex- ing issues for decision in a dewould allow local stations to Innecticut branch of which WEDH ency.
crease their variety through selec- cise tax would constitute the first mocracy,
and what keeps their
Is located in Board man Hall. Ben
minds on those decisions." He emHudelson, general manager of the
phasized that the proposal Is "one
ETV station at the College, enof the occasions When public opdorsed the Commission's proposal
inion will have great Influence
but predicted there would be no
on what the President and the
immediate effect upon the existing
Congress decide to do with recomeducational television establishmendations."
ments. He did, however, -foresee
the eventual Integration of the two
A Carnegie Foundation grant of
network systems.
$500,000 financed the research
which the panel conducted and
At a news conference held Janwill underwrite requisite funds for
uary 25 in New York, the ComCONNECTICUT EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION CORPORATION
hearings to be held before the Senmission noted that the "full needs
ate Commerce Committee.
of the American public could not
pendent
producers
to
prepare
pub—
to
enable
them
to
spend
perrecommendations
which are aimed
$40
million
of
federal
funds
Summary Text
lic television programs for edu- iods" of residence at the various during Its first year of operation, to provide a new kind of pubOf Commission's
cational television stations. One centers.
rising gradually to a level of $100- lic television for national and locenter now in being Is National
cal audiences. The responslblity
The commission further recom- milllon a year.
Recommendations
mends that Congress act to per- We recommend new legislation for instructional television for forAlthough our report deals pri- Educational Television, which
mit the granting of preferential to enable the Department of Health, mal classroom use does not lie
marily with what the commission should at once be strengthened.
rates for educational television for Education, and Welfare to provide within the purview of the corporWe recommend that the corporhas chosen to call public television rather than instructional ation support, by appropriate the use of interconnection facil- adequate facilities for stations how ation, but rather with state and loities, or to permit their free use, in existence, to assist in increas- cal educational systems and the
television, we believe it to be grants and contracts, the producto the extent that this not be pos- ing the number of stations to ach- Department of Health, Education,
urgently in the public interest tion of public television programs
sible under existing law.
ieve nationwide coverage, to help . and Welfare.
that both categories be extended by local stations for more-thanWe recommend that Congress
support the basic operations of
We recommend concerted efforts
and strengthened. We concentrate local use.
all stations, and to enlarge the at the federal, state, and local
on public television in the con- . We recommend 'that the corpora • provide the federal funds required
support of Instructional tele- levels to improve the facilities
viction that this service both re- atlon on appropriate occasions help by the corporation through a manuvision programing.
and to provide for the adequate
quires and Is ready.for immediate support local programing by local facturer's excise tax on television
sets (beginning at 2 per cent and
The commission views the re- support of the individual educationaction. Instructional 'television, stations.
We recommend that the corpor- rising to a ceiling of 5 per cent).
sponsibility of the. Department of al television stations and to
which we consider no less sigHealth, Education, and Welfare increase their number.
nificant, needs intensive further ation support technical experimen- The revenues should be made avaas that of providing the basic We recommend that federal,
study in the total context of the tation designed to Improve the ilable to the corporation through
a trust fund. In this manner a
: present television technology.
facilities and operating funds for state, local, and private edueducational enterprise.
The corporation should sponsor stable source of financial support
a national system of educational cational agencies sponsor exAn effective national educational
television stations. The corpora tensive and Innovative studies intelevision system must consist fellowship programs designed to would be assured. We would free
ation, in contrast, will direct its tended to develop better Insights
in Us very essence of vigorous attract talented persons into in- the corporation to the highest deattention to programing-the related into the use of television in forand independent local stations. service training programs and in- gree from the annual governmenactivities delineated in previous mal and informal education.
They should reach all parts of the to its research centers. In addi- tal budgeting and appropriations
country.
They should be indi- tion, it should provide stipends procedures.
The excise tax will provide the
vidually responsive to the needs for senior fellows —men and
of the local communities and'col- women of talent and experience corporation with approximately
lectively strong enough to meet the
needs of a national audience. Each
must be a product of local initiative and local support. We propose
an lndtgenuous American system
arising out of our own traditions
and responsjive to our own needs.
We recommend that Congress act
promptly to authorize and to esMaybe we shouldn't care how
tablish a federally chartered, noncold people drink beer . . . just
profit, non-governmental corporation, to be known as the "Corporso they drink ours. (After all,
ation for Public Television."
i
we're in business!)
The corporation should be empowered to receive and disburse
But we do care. We go to
governmental and private funds
such fuss and expense brewing all that
in order to extend and improve
public television programing.
taste into Budweiser, we want our, cus-1
With Eaton's Corrasable Bond TypewriterPaper, you
,The corporation will exist to
tomers to get it all out. And this is a
serve the local station but will
can erase that goof without a trace.
neither operate it nor control it.
fact: chilling beer to near-freezing temNot a telltale srriudge remains. A special surface perIts primary mission will be to
peratures hides both taste and aroma.
mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
extend and improve public tele• 40° is just right.
vision programing. Programs fieraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
nanced by the corporation will be
To make it easy for you, we've asked
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
made available to all stations,.
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
all the bartenders to serve Bud® at 40°.
but each station will decide whether
and when it will use the program.
At Stationery Departments.
Also, every refrigerator is designed to
by Ames M. Nelson

Anyone can

GOOF.

The corporation has the responsibility for the distribution of programs. Public television can never
be a national enterprise until effective interconnection has been
provided both in ..order to distrlbute programs to educational television stations promptly and economically and to provide for live
regional or national broadcasts
when the occasion demands.
We recommend that the corporation support at least two national production centers, and that
It be free to contract with lnde-

Can beer
be too cold?

cool Bud at 40".
.• .
Of course, if you're on a picnic or
something and the Bud's on ice and
nobody brought a thermometer ;. . . oh,
well.-Things can't always be perfect.

Budweiser
Only Eaton makes Corrasable.
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD; MASSACHUSETTS

KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC • ST. LOUIS
NEWARK. . LOS ANGELES . TAMPA • HOUSTON
,

.
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Seminar Program to Aid College, Minot Terms U.S. Policy
Hartford Community Relationship 'Absolutely Preposterous'
(Continued from Page 1)
prevent municipal unity." Ehrenberg contended that this demarcation exists primarily because
of a lack of understanding of cultural values. It is hoped by the
students working in the program
that "high school students from
the greater Hartford community
may meet and become acquainted
with the various intellects, customs, and values that comprise
our society."
The Trinity Seminar Program
pursues six stated objectives. They
are 1) to offer opportunity for an
exchange of ideas between various segments of the greater Hartford community; 2) to permit high
school students with intellectual
desires to Increase their scope
through taking courses not usually
offered at the high school level;
3) to increase awareness of the
problems in the twentieth century;
4) to encourage students to continue their education beyond secondary school, 5) to enable the.
Hartford community to benefit
from the intellectual facilities of
the College; and 6) to help people
help themselves.
The plan is modeled after a
similar program initiated at Yale
University last February. At Yale
the idea met with much success
and enthusiasm and has been put
into operation again this year.
The seminars will be held on a
weekly basis and will meet from
7:30 to 8:30 p.m., thus in no way
conflicting with class periods.
Participants will not be required
to take examinations or write papers, Ehrenberg emphasized, however, that any original creative
effort on the part of the high
school students will receive considerable attention. The student's
fee will be determined solely on
the basis of the cost of the texts
used.
Three courses, Christian Existentialism, Religions of the Far
East, and Current Themes for
Biblical Thought will be offered
wider the heading of religion. The
Christian Existentialism course
will endeavor to introduce the
student to the role of relativism
in the life of modern man. The
discussion leader for the course
is Thomas Schott '68. David Gerber '67 will work with the Religions of the Far East group; the
course will take into consideration Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism. The Biblical Thought section will deal with
both the Old and New Testaments

under the leadership of Charles
Kurz '67.
The seminar on The Modern Hero
in Contemporary Fiction which will
be lead by David Ward '67 is to

approach the topic by studying
the works of Fitzgerald, Bellow,
Salinger, Camus and others. Phillip Witter '67 will conduct a group
(Continued on Page 5)

PETER EHRENBERG and William Mason '6?, have initiated
the Trinity Seminar Program to expose Hartford high school
students to College level courses.

Stephen Minot, assistant profes- ous". He felt that the Dominican
sor of English and candidate for situation is parallel to the presCongress in the past election, has ent situation in Viet Nam.
remained active in politics since
Minot believed that peace nethe election. In speeches to the
Simsbury Rotary Club and at the gotiation can only be arrived at
kick-off dinner for the College's after the United States has tercapital campaign In Buffalo, the minated the bombing in Viet Nam.
"peace" candidate defended both His solution to the Viet Nam sithis views on the American policy uation follows the line which the
in Viet Nam and on political acti- United Nation suggests. "We must
stop the bombing of North Viet
vism for college teachers.
Before the Rotarians, Minot dis- Nam and ask for a peace force
cussed "The Credltablllty Gap at from the united Nations to be sent
Home and Abroad". In his speech in until a coalition government can
he presented some of the United be established. But this can only be
States policies that seemed di- asked after we stop the bombing."
rectly contradictory to policies Minot said that only the actions we
in particular areas. He found some take are believed around the world,
of the foreign policies incredible and not our policy statements.
when compared to some of our
Last night in Buffalo, Minot spoke
actions. He cited the case of the on "The Teacher as a Whole Man",
United States' actions in the Do- a discussion of the role of the colminican Republic's recent reso- lege professor outside the school,
lution. 21,500 paratroopers were particularly in the realm of polisent in to "protect" 1,200 Am- tics. Minot stated that "A test of
erican civilians who were on the a good college is its willingness
island at that time. Minot found to allow its faculty to act as whole
this action "absolutely preposter- men In the political sphere."

There's
one in every
crowd

EXPERT TYPING
Will type term papers
and theses
FAST SERVICE
Mrs.

Rctnney

242-8298

Want to be more
than a face
in the crowd?
Ford Motor Company we're
|°oking for. better ideas—'
Ir
> everything from automotive
marketing to steel-making and
basic research. Ideas that
don't come from people who look
alike, act alike and think alike.
Whatever your major—arts,
science or business—if you want
to be more than a face in the
crowd, we want to talk with you.
Call your placement office
reran appointment.
Dates of visitation:
February 13

and we're
looking for him.
We're looking for better ideas at Ford Motor Company.
Ideas that don't come from people who look alike, act alike,
and think alike.
That's why we look for the man who doesn t fit the
mass mold.
'
•• And we don't stop with looking, either. When we rind
the man, we try to cultivate his uniqueness. With a College
Graduate Program which offers immediate opportunities for
individual development. With a rotational assignment system which assures immediate responsibility
and constant visibility by management.

At Ford Motor Company thousands of uniquely different people
work at thousands of different jobs
to produce thousands of different
products. •
But there's one thing we'll never run through an
assembly line. You. .
. So, if you want to be more than just another face in the
crowd, write our College Recruiting Department. Or Better
yet, make a date to see our representative. He'll be on
campus soon looking for better people with better ideas.

THE AMERICAN ROAD, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN-AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Medusa
The present members of Medusa were tapped . Medusa has established a policy of cooperalast Spring in an atmosphere pervaded by a
tion with the faculty and, if the proposal is
pessimistic view toward the continued effecadopted, will have augmented its authority
tiveness of the student disciplinary system.
in deciding disciplinary matters. Under the
The outgoing Medusa had seen several of its
present system Medusa has only the authority
disciplinary recommendations overruled and
to recommend the suspension of a student.
felt little confidence in the validity of its
Under the proposed system the three Medusa
authority.
sitting on the Joint Disciplinary Committee
The presety: Medusa has operated under
will have the power of suspension. The new
the burden of its undefined status and has
proposal has guaranteed an equality of power
worked patiently with faculty and administrawithin the Joint Disciplinary Committee by
tion toward the clarification of its purpose
the specification that every decision made be
and disciplinary role. Last year's Medusa
unanimous in deciding each case should dimincalled for autonomy in its role as the penal
ish the chance that the decision be overruled
arm of student government. This year's Medusa
by the Committee on Academic Standing and
has taken a new tact, finding in several of its
Discipline.
cases that faculty consultation provided a
The new proposal also provides for a fairer
broadening and helpful perspective, of the
judicial process. Medusa is evolving toward a
cases. As one Medusa rasmber expressed it,
more complete separation of powers, no longer
"the illusion of our infallibility was shattered"
functioning as both, prosecutor and judge.
in a case which would have been decided unThe TRIPOD strongly endorses the Medusa
fairly without the advice of some faculty memproposal for revision of its disciplinary role
bers.
and commends Medusa for its statement clarifying its purpose. The present Medusa has esIt is startlingly refreshing that in an era
tablished a positive attitude of cooperation
when the student trend is to insistently detoward the faculty and administration which,
mand complete separation and freedom from
if carried out in the proper spirit, could bring
faculty and administration in student disciplinabout a better understanding and greater trust
ary matters, a student disciplinary body sees
that its effectiveness and fairness can be com- between student and the College in other areas
as well.
plemented by a policy of mutual cooperation.

Editor's Note
•
•'
\'
t!'!

,
,
|
:
!

The TRIPOD will open its candidate period with two coffee hours from five to six tonight and tomorrow night in its Mather Hall
office. We welcome any students who wish to
contribute to some aspect of the newspaper
organization.
At present the newspaper is understaffed;
all of us feel that we are over-worked. We have
a particular need for freshmen and sophomores
who are interested in writing columns, fea-

F

tures, or arts criticism.
We plan to fill a number of editorial and
assistant editorial positions by the term's
end. There is good opportunity for steady advancement for those willing to dedicate three
or four hours each week.
Working for the TRIPOD, of course, looks
good on your record, but, more importantly,
the experience is rewarding and the assignments are often interesting and entertaining.

r wAf vowe,
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Fruit FHes Atop Banana
by C. p. Hill
There was a fruit fly at a certain
vegetable stand who was plagued by
an uncomfortable dilemma.; it was
his need to belong, although he
thought it was wrong to belong to
this certain vegetable stand. His
name, by chance, was Dros O.
Philia, and he belonged to a highly
selective organization of similar
flies which swarmed around the
bananas hung at this stand.

flies deemed another fly a fruit,
and so on in a seemingly futilely
fruitless conflict. If all of the
flies had concentrated on getting
the most they could out of the
vegetable stand as a whole, more
would have benefited than the few
around the fruit. Fruit, in fact,
was a luxury, but not a luxury enjoyed by all. The flies at one
fruit were in continual competition with the flies at other fruits
The stand at which these bananas in order to perpetrate the best
hung was in competition with the fruit-fly combination they could:
other vegetable stands in the sur- all this at the expense of the
rounding flea market;. Some had stand as a whole.
bananas and others didn't, but most
However, there was a good dehad fruit of some sort around which
fense for cloistered fruit in the
fruit flies gathered.
open-air vegetable market. It gave
flies security and happiness.
The particular vegetable stand fruit
Fruit was an enticement for flies
at which Dros and his companions who
"meaningful relationhovered was much like the others; ships"sought
relatively small groups.
the overall quality of the vegetables Also, itinhas
noted that fruit
differed, but at each there was is more tastybeen
various vegesomething good offered. However, tables such as than
yams
spinach,
some stands, and, interestingly, and sometimes has and
food
value
those that had the best vegetables to greater than that of other vegeoffer, had little or no fruit. They tables.
Indeed, there was also
consequently had few fruit flies and
undeniable benefit in the cafew of the problems which develop- an
maraderie afforded to flies who
ed when fruit flies gathered.
flock around a certain fruit.
At the particular stand to which
Dros was affiliated, there was
considerable fruit. There were
bananas, , as well as figs, papayas,
pomegranates, and quantities of
apples, pears and whatnot. Dros,
however, thought that his particular fruit was best, and although
he had been told not to "dump" on
the other fruit, he considered himself a top banana. Herein lay the
problem of his complacency as a
member of the favorable -fruit
cadre.

If all of Dros' friends belonged
to the fruit's fold, and the fruit
was magnificently palatable, why
shouldn't Dros like his position
as a top banana? Perhaps it was
thought that he was eating that
which was forbidden fruit to other
flies, even though the vegetable
stand suffered in the competitive
market as a result of this discrimination. Poor Dros--he wanted to belong, but he felt it was
wrong.

It was an elitism of fruit flies,
but, junfortunately, a most artificial aricTunnatural elitism. Other
flies who had as much to offer
the stand as the fruit flies didn't
attach themselves to the fruit for
a variety of reasons, with the
most significant being their unLetters to the Editor are weldesirabtlity. TO them, forbidden come from all our readers, esfruit was proclaimed. Try as they pecially members of the Colmay, some flies again and again lege. All letters for publicaattempted to join the merry fruit
throng swarming around the pome- tion must be no more than 500
granates, or pears, or bananas, words in length, typed (doublebut to no avail. They qould not spaced), and signed, although
join because the fruit flies in the editors will withhold names
general did not think that they if requested. Letters should be
would fit on the fruit.
submitted no later than the
before publication.
Alas and alack, the problem was Friday
standardization in an especially The printing of any letter is
fruity organization. One fruit's at the discretion of the Editor.

50 I 6DUU?
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Medusa Proposes Revision
(Editor's Note - The
following
is the text of Medusa
statemerit on a major revision and
shift of emphasis in its disciplinary process.
The
statement is particularly
noteworthy
as it defines not only ike procedural aspects
of
Medusa
hut clarifies
the
philosophy
upon which Medusa acts. The.
statement, produced after almost 40 man-hours of work, is
an attempt by Medusa to present the new
understanding
of its disciplinary role to the
college community.)
The Medusa, acting in its official
capacity as the judicial arm of
the Trinity College student government, is presenting certain proposed alterations in the present
disciplinary system to the Senate
for its approval. Should the Senate
approve such changes, Medusa will
then present the proposal In the
, Senate's name to the Faculty for
Its consideration and action.

acting for the Committee on Academic Standing and Discipline,
can suspend a student for nonacademic matters. This power of
supension Is NOT delegated to
the student body by the Faculty
under the present arrangement.
Thus, although appeals of Medusa decisions are heard by the
Senate, an appeal of a suspension can only be heard by the
Faculty Committee on Academic
Standing and Discipline.
Medusa believes that the present system ls basically a good
one. Its greatest strength lies
in its flexibility. It is neither a
rigid nor a formalisttc system:
that is, one which might sacriface justice for legality. Trinity is a small enough community
to make a subjective personal
disciplinary system sucessful.

The emphasis on student responsibility is a second strength of
the present system. The authority held by the Senate, the power
exercised by Medusa, and the responsibilities both Implicitly and
explicitly given to the students
at large are the foundations upon
which a healthy academic community may be built. Because they
police themselves. Trinity students have more responsibility for
The Medusa system at Trinity the welfare of this community than
is in many respects a unique they may ever have in another
experiment in student self-govern- • one.
ment. Medusa has been by tradition the principal disciplinary
During the past semester the
body on the Trinity campus. Under members of the Medusa "have met
the present system Medusa receives complaints either directly several times with the Dean of
from students or indirectly from Students and the Faculty Comthem through the office of the mittee on Academic Standing and
Dean of Students. In addition, matters may be brought to the Medusa's attention by various members of the administration—for
instance, by faculty members or by
the office of Buildings and Grounds.
Medusa Investigates the complaint, hears testimony of the witReviewed by Joint
nesses and suspects Involved, and
Disciplinary Committee
ttven decides what, if any, disciplinary action to take. Medusa
.recognizes no "norm punishments"; and, judging each case
on its own merits, attempts to
Immediate
weigh all facets of the incident,
Suspension
Including personal considerations,
to reach a just decision.

Background
Of Proposal

a closing of the ranks, an increased measure of mutual cooperation and understanding between
all members of the college community. It is toward these ends
that Medusa believes Trinity
should move. The Medusa, in cooperation with the Faculty Committee on Academic Standing and Discipline, therefore proposes that
the following alterations be made
in the present procedures.

Purpose
Of Revision
Although the present disciplinary
system based upon a nearly autonomous Medusa has many significant advantages, it also contains certain fundamental flaws
that must be corrected. Changes
in the present Medusa system are
needed to correct such flaws without emasculating the system's advantages.

The Proposal
Under the revised disciplinary
procedure, there would be three
types of cases, each to be settled
through its own type of judicial
process. First, minor cases requiring only counseling action
would be handled by the Dean
of Students or by any other persons he may designate for this
task. Cases requiring some type
of formal punishment but still
only of Intermediate severity would
be tried by the Medusa. The most
serious cases, those situations
involving possible suspension or
those that might have repercussions outside the College, would
be tried by a new Joint Disciplinary Committee of students and
faculty members.
Whenever possible, complaints
regarding student conduct will initially be made to the Dean of
Students rather than to the Me<dusa. Either personally or through
student channels (Junior Advisors,
Medusa, fraternity officers, etc.),
the Dean will collect all information and evidence he believes germane to the incident.
In certain instances the Dean may

First, in order better to assure
the individual student his rights
as a citizen within the college
community, the investigative portions of the disciplinary procedure
should be separated as far as
possible from the judicial aspects.
No one body should be investigator, prosecutor, judge and jury
rolled into one; although Medusa
must retain its counseling function and although It probably can
never fully relinquish its police
duties, the evolution should be
toward a separation of powers
within the existing structure.
Second Medusa believes that the
advice pf other members of the
college community can in many
instances help It to reach wiser,
more just decisions. The experience of the present Medusa has
shown that faculty members often
have a different and extremely
valuable perspective to offer on
difficult disciplinary matters. This
outlook stems not only from their
greater experience and maturity.
It is' also a product of the differ-

Proposed Judicial Changes

It should be noted In this regard
that the great majority of Medusa
inquiries do not end In any type
of formal disciplinary action: In
most Instances Medusa informally
counsels. In those instances which
require formal action, however,
Medusa can Itself Impose one of
four punishments: pensum, formal
warning, admonition, or censure.
Both the student and the Dean
of Students are then informed of
the Medusa sentence. In more
serious situations, Medusa can
recommend to the Dean that a
student be suspended from the
College. The Dean generally,
though not necessarily, follows
this recommendation.
Even though Medusa has primary
responsibility for student conduct,
»s authority is not intrinsic. Annually the Senate, acting as the
legislative organ of the student
way, delegates to Medusa the pow" to handle all internal judicial
Proceedings. The Senate, in turn,

Joint Disciplinary
Committee

Difficult,
Serious Cases

Student Appeal
Committee on
Academic Standing
and Discipline

Complaints^s. Dean of Students _ X Dean of Students
^ ^ and Medusa
Reported to > /
Senate
Counseling
Cases

Discipline to discuss the disciplinary system sketched briefly
above Their discussions were designed to reappraise the present
set-up, to Isolate its faults and
weaknesses, and to reach an agrees
its
p o w e r
ln t h e s e
m a t
ment on the changes required for
to.
ers
from the Faculty, which is its reconstitutlon and improver
g anted ultimate responsibility for ment. Medusa took the initiative
"otn the academic and social be- in proposing alterations, to the
system.
Gradually,
navlor of the student body by present
tne
through a process of mutual deStatutes of the College.
The Faculty has retained a por- bate and understanding, the dis"°n of Us disciplinary authority ciplinary system was revised in
a manner acceptable to all parthls a
f ZClses
«thority di- ties. The following paragraphs outthrough its Committee on line the main points of the reic Standing and Discipline, Vised procedure. Both Medusa and
committee is basically con- the Faculty Committee on Acacerned with matters of academic demic Standing and Discipline hope
t h n r » yr m a nr C e a n d behavior. Au- that the Senate will approve and
c i ° , , ' P Warily
m areas of so- pass a strong resolution supporting
ls
to th D G aor>
delegated both these proposed alterations In the
n of
ths o
Students and to existing disciplinary arrangement.
Senate. But only the Dean,

Cases of
Intermediate
Punishment

Student Appeal

Medusa

ent role they play in the college
community. Their perspective can
be especially valuable in cases
which might have serious repercussions outside the College itself.
Third, and most important, cases
may arise in which a student's
membership itsejf in the college
community is brought Into question. In such situations it is most
important . that all points of view
are taken into account by the
judicial body trying the case. To
this end it would be. desirable
to institute closer lines of communication between student and faculty disciplinary bodies. Sharp
divisions between the administration, and the student body have
broken out in the past. These divisions should not merely be
patched over; they must be transcended, There must be, In short,

decide that a student's conduct
warrants immediate suspension
from the college community. In
such emergency situations the
Dean, acting for the College, can
suspend the student immediately.
As soon as possible, however, the
Dean will seek confirmation of this
action by the Joint Student-Faculty
Disciplinary Committee. The power of suspension in such emergency cases would be delegated
to him by this committee rather
than by the Faculty Committee on
Academic Standing and Discipline,
as is the case now.
Of all other cases reported to
him the Dean will settle only the
most minor:. -- those involving
no possibility of formal disciplinary action. These are occurrences
in which counseling would be the
most appropriate remedy. The
Dean may perform this counseling

function himself, or he may ask
Junior Advisors or Medusa to
carry it out. Due to its traditional
role in disciplinary matters at
Trinity, Medusa^ is often the best
instrument for such counseling..
This is one of the strengths of the
present Medusa system that must
be preserved.
Medusa cannot hope to rid Itself
completely of its policing functions. However, Medusa's effectiveness should be based on respect, ^not fear. If the Dean of
Students can assume a greater
portion of the Investigative duties,
the Medusa will be able to function primarily on a basis of understanding and cooperation.
If, however, the incident is of
sufficient proportions to warrant
any type of formal disciplinary
action, the Dean will meet with
Medusa and will review the facts
of the case with it. Together, the
Dean and the Medusa will act as
as indictment panel, deciding what
judicial procedure ought to obtain
in the case under examination.
This panel only directs the case
to a court; It does NOT take any
judicial action itself.
If the case ls a simple, routine
matter, the indictment panel shall
refer it to the full seven-man
Medusa for decision. Most cases
will probably fall ln this category.
In such situations the Dean of^
Students would act as a prosecutor; the Medusa, as a judge only.
Otherwise, this type of case represents no change from the present system: Medusa procedures
shall be followed and its decision
shall stand unless the student appeals his case to the Senate and
the Senate subsequently reverses
the Medusa sentence.
There are other cases, however,
which the indictment panel might
believe to be of greater importance than those cases to be handled solely by Medusa. Certain
guidelines will be considered when
the panel determines the severity
of each case:
(1) If Medusa Itself wishes the
advice and experience of facultymembers in making a difficult
decision,
.
(2) If the case might have serious repercussions outside the
college community, might bring
the College unfavorably publicity, or might put It under external pressures, and •'
3) If the Incident could possibly result in the suspension
of a Trinity student.
In any individual case, however,
there may be mitigating circumstances which also must be taken
into account. Moreover, the application of these criteria does not
in itself constitute a judicial decision; the Judicial process only
FOLLOWS this form of indictment.
Although serious cases of this s e cond type are few, they are extremely difficult for students alone
to decide. They may have farreaching consequences. Under the
revised disciplinary procedure,
these cases would be referred by
the indictment panel to a Joint
Student-Faculty
Disciplinary
Committee ,for decision. This new
committee would be composed of
Medusa members chosen accordIng to their prior commitments
and/or their Involvement In the
case, and three faculty members
who are elected by the Faculty
and who are not members of the
regular Faculty Committee on Academic Standing and Discipline.
This new committee would determine its own procedures; always,
however, observing the rule that
any decision or sentence must be
agreed to unanimously by all six
members. A student would appeal
a sentence of this Joint Disciplinary Committee directly to the
Faculty Committee on Academic
Standing and Discipline. This committee would act as a reviewing
board for the College; it would
adopt and publish a clearly defined procedure for such appeal
cases.
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1,000 in Gifts Adds Delays Hinder Construction Schedule
To Ford Challenge Grant
President Albert Jacobs reported
that the College has received more
. than $400,000 In recent gifts which
will go toward the Ford Challenge
Grand Campaign. With these gifts,
the amount raised for the campaign
now stands at $4.5 million.
The $100,000 grant came from Roy
Nutt '53, presently vice-president
and co-founder of the Computer
Sciences Corporation. Nutt started
In this vein of work while at the
College, working during his senior
year as a full-time employee at
United Aircraft Corporation. This
job was the result of a course
entitled "Numerical Mathematical
Analysis and Machine Methods"
which was a joint effort by the
college and U.AC. U.A.C. experts came to the campus to give
most of the lectures, and laboratory work was conducted at the
U.A.C. Center in East Hartford.

Trinity, through their emphasis on
Intellectual exploration, do turn
out young men whose abilities and
vision quickly make them useful
to the community.
Besides Mr. Nutt's gift It was
also announced that the College had
received an anonymous $250,000
gift and numerous smaller gifts
adding up to $81,500. Among these
was $25,000 from the Alfred T.
Stanley Foundation of New York.

Despite schedule lags of up to
one month, general contractors
Wadhams and May of the new
Life Science Building are confident that their September 1967
completion deadline will be met.
The Science Center Is part of a
9 million dollar construction program and Is expected to cost
$3,045,000. Other phases of the
program include renovation of the
library, which was begun shortly
before Christmas, and the construction of a new gymnasium

complex, a high-rise dorm, and
a maintenance building.
The Life Science Center is now
in its sixth month of construction with over 2600 cu. yds. of
concrete poured. Never-the-less,
the building is running three to
four weeks behind schedule. The
Initial cause of delay, according
to Director of Construction, Elwood P. Harrison, was a subterranean water condition on the
site making it necessary to install a large scale well point sys-

tem to drain the area. Harrison
emphasized the fact that the building is done primarily with reinforced concrete which is more
difficult to work with than structural steel. The delay is accountable also to a lack of skilled
laborers capable of working with
the concrete. According to Harrison, this problem was alleviated three weeks ago when the construction force was increased considerably. A recent inspection by
(Continued on Page 9)

Quo Vadis?

Dr. Harold L. Dorwart, department chairman arid Seabury Professor of Mathematics at The College reported that Nutt took this
course In 1951-2 as a junior, later
served as an Instructor In the
course, and is now "credited in
the computer Industry with a principal part in the creation of the
programming
language most
widely used by operators of largescale
computers In scientificengineering work."
Dr. Jacobs thanked Nutt for "this
thoughtful and generous gift to
Trinity," and added that "equally
welcome is the interest implicit
on the part of an alumnus in the
college's academic program and
future. His career provides clear
evidence that colleges such as

CAREERS
IN STEEL
BETH
5T
Our representative
will be on
February 27

to interview undergraduate
and graduate candidates for
Bethlehem's '67 Loop Course
—our highly regarded
management training
program

OPPORTUNITIES are
available in steel plant operations, sales, research,,mining, accounting, and other
activities.
DEGREES required are
mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical, chemical, industrial, civil, mining, and
other engineering specialties; also chemistry, physics, mathematics, business
administration, accounting
and liberal arts.
If you would like to discuss
your career interest with a
Bethlehem representative,
see your placement officer
to arrange for an interview
appointment.

You know it. After graduation you'll have
many paths to follow. And the path you take
could affect the rest of your entire life.
Right now you're probably looking for all the
information about these paths that you can
find. So here's some about IBM—and you.
The basic fact is simply this: Whatever your
area of study, whatever your immediate commitments after graduation, chances are there's
a career for you with IBM.

That's it. Whether you're interested in Computer Applications, Programming, Finance
and Administration, Research and Development, Manufacturing or Mr-keting, there
could be a career for you with IBM.
Another important point to consider: IBM is
THE leader in THE major growth industry:
information handling and control. The industry itself may not mean much to you, just yet.
But let us tell you about it.

Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study,
sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, February 28.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program
If, for some reason, you aren't able to arrange an interview, drop us a line. Write to: Manager of College Recruiting,
IBM Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.
Southern Methodist University Law
School
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8
Manufacturers & Traders Trust
Co. (Buffalo)
Marsh & McLennan, Inc.
New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Smith Barney & Co., Inc.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9
Chubb & Son
Shulton Corp.
Proctor & Gamble Co. (General
Business)
Proctor & Gamble Co., (Sales)
Standard Brands, Inc.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10
McGraw Hill Book Co.
Philadelphia National Bank
Proctor & Gamble Co. (General
Business).
U.S. Rubber Co.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 13
Ford Motor Company
Llnde Division Union Carbide
Corp.
Marine Midland Grace Trust Co.
of New York
New England Merchants National
Bank
Farmington Public Schools (Connecticut)
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14
Bankers Trust Co.
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.
Connecticut Printers, Inc.
SpraguG Electric Co.
"
Strawbridge & Clothier

before this summer, Is the complete airconditioning of the building. The chilled water for the
(Continued from Page 8)
airconditioning will be supplied
an architect from Orrs, deCossy, from the existing chilled water
Wender, and Associates, the de- unit used in the Austin Arts Censigners of the building, reports ter.
complete satisfaction -with the
Work on a maintenance building
quality of the work.
between the Life Science Center
It was announced this week that and New Britain Ave., is scheduled
the State Commission for Higher to begin this March, It will house
Education has recommended that the offices of Buildings and
the College receive a $500, OOOfed- Grounds and Construction. In addieral grant for the Center. To date tion, there will be a storage warethe College paid $2,430,000 of house, a garage for College vehiand electrical
plumbwhich $500, 000 comes from a cash cles,
advance on the Ford Challenge ing, carpenter, and paint shops.
The new building will place the
Grant.
Funds for the renovation of the entire B & G under one roof
Library, which is now underway, with the result, It Is hoped by
come from a $440,000 gift made college officials, of more efficient
by the Old Dominion Foundation. management of that department.
The renovation will make room Work should be completed by Septfor an additional 100,000 books ember of 1967, and the total cost
on the lower floor which pre- is estimated to be 1/2 million
viously housed the Connecticut Ed- dollars.
Groundbreaking for the new 2
ucational
TV
studio.
Also
scheduled are new reading rooms, million dollar gymnasium comstudy carols, typing facilities and plex is slated for April 15 of this
a microfilm room. According to year and the structure will be ready
college officials these improve- for use by Feb. 1, 1969. A model
ments are being made in response of the complex, supplied by archto an increased emphasis on In- itects Jeeter and Cook, Is on disdependent study. Included in the play in the TV room in Mather
project, which will be completed Hall.

Construction-•

Placement
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
Budd Co.
Eastman Kodak Co.
International Silver Co.
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15
VISTA-Mather Hall Lounge

The following information Is for
men who possibly might be playing varsity soccer and football tn
the fall of '67. I have attempted to
persuade ETS to have alternate
dates in November because of conflicts in sports, but to no avail.
Therefore, I would suggest to any
of you who are considering law or
business schools that you take the
law tests on August 5 or the business test on August 12. Applications are in the Placement Office.

Phillips Exeter Academy co-educatlonal summer school has some
openings in their teaching intern
program for both juniors and seniors for this summer. Information is in the Placement Office.

If you're a student under 22, you can go half-fare
almost anywhere Eastern goes with an Eastern
Youth Fare ID card. Simply fill in the coupon. Enclose proof of age, plus a $3.00 check or money
order payable to Eastern Airlines.
If everything's in order, we'll send you your Youth

DOM TOMELLO
(B.SMet.E.) 0 fthe
Bethlehem Steel Loop
bourse knows where the
action
is. He's on the move
at
the nation's largest
steel plant-our
.^arrows
Point Plant '
lle
ar Baltimore, Md.
£?
the action.
J<1
retstep: pick up
?w " W of "Careers
'th Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course"
at your, pl a c e m ent
office.
Then sign up
^ r a campus interview,
^ r 1967 Loop Class
nas openings for technical
^non-technical graduates
'and. post-grads) for
careers in steel operations,
"search; sales, mining,
**Punti ngi a n d o t h e r
activities.

BETHLEHEM
8-tML

(Continued from Page 5)
studying Shakespearean Tragedy.
Modern Poetry Is the title ~6'f a.'
course to be taught by Walter
Hesford '68.
Two courses will be offered under
the heading of psychology: Introduction to Psychology and Social
Psychology with discussion leaders Paul Hollnger '68, William
Siegfried '67 and Alan Barthelman
'67. The Philosophy Department
will offer an Introduction to Philosophy and Analytic Philosophy;
these courses will be conducted
by Emll Angelica '68 and Joshua
Hoffman '-67 respectively.
The Postwar World, Economics
and its Effects on Internal and
Foreign Policy, and Studies In
Intellectual History are the three
courses offered by the Current
Events department. The Postwar
World will be conducted .by Edward Mullarky '67, Economics by,
Bradford Moses '67 and Floyd
Putney and Western Intellectual
Tradition by John Craft '67.

Clip this coupon
and cut your fare in
Fare ID card entitling you to fly coach on Eastern
for half-fare anytime there's a seat available at
departure time. The Youth Fare is not available for
a few days during the Thanksgiving, Christmas and
Easter holidays.
Now isn't that-a great ID?

We want everyone to fly.

Annual
Opportunity
Employe,- in the Plans 'for
"rogrenn Program

Seminar-•

.rV
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Lockwood Noted for Education Administration
by Carlo Forzani
Dr, Theodore D. Lockwood, president - elect of the College, Is a
man of unusually varied interests
with an outstanding record In education administration. His Interests range from history and the
humanities to progressive problems In higher education.

In 1945 he returned to the College with his wife, an Ant loch College graduate, and won a Holland Scholarship. His wide scope
of interests already began to show
in his undergraduate activities. He
earned a Trinity "T" as a varsity
football player, was a staff member of the IVY, and a member of
the features staff of the TRIPOD,
and also contributed prose and
poetry to the REVIEW. In 1946
Lockwood traveled to Chicago to
represent the College at the National Student Conference to discuss plans for a possible National
Union of American Students. During his senior year he was a memIvy Pictures
ber of the Medusa and the Senate,
Group organizations and activity was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and
pictures for the Ivy will be taken Pi Kamma Mu, and was valedictorin Alumni Lounge on Wednesday ian of his class. From Trinity
and Friday, February 8 and 10, Lockwood went to Princeton on. a
from 2;30 till 5:30, as posted Terry Fellowship where he earned
on the campus bulletin boards. his MA and Ph.D. degrees In modFraternity pictures will be tak- ern European history.
From there Lockwood went to
en Inside the houss on February
14-16 and 21-23, at 5:45 or 6:15 Dartmouth where he was an inas stated on the schedule for structor in the Great Issues
these pictures. For both groups, course in 1952. A year later he
light shirt, tie, and coat, is the became assistant professor of history at Juniata College in Pennsylrequested dress.
Accepted by the College and winner of the New York alumni scholarship, Lockwood decided to enter
the College In 1942. He stayed only
a few months, however, for World
War II. had broken out. A devoted
skier, he saw a chance to become
a ski soldier, and served with the
tenth division in the Italian Alps.

Campus Notes
Cercle Francois
The Cerele Francals will host the
Alliance Francaiseof Hartford this
Thursday in Wean Lounge. M.
Georges Polsson, writer and curator of the Museum He de France,
will present a conference on' La
Decouvert de l'lle de France" with
color slides.
Open House
Trinity's new wind tunnel and
Wankel Engine will be on view
at the physics and engineering
open house Thursday night from
seven till nine in the Hallden Engineering Laboratory and McCook
Mathematics-Physics Center.

Jesters
The cast for "Three Men on a
Horse" was announced by director George E. Nichols III. Included
were Matthew Katz and John
Browning '67; William Grant, William Bartman, and Andrew Baer
•68; William Young '69, Hugh Elder, Richard Dale, "arid Randolph
Mann '70; and Pamela Wooley,
Diane Buck, and Janice Noviasky.

vania. After two years of service
at Juniata he took a similar post
at MIT, but in Boston he did not
find the "community spirit" he had
known while at the College, and
he wanted to return to the small
liberal arts environment.
This he did when he was invited
to help transform Concord College in Athens, West Virginia from
.a teachers' college to a liberal
arts college. After one year as
associate dean, he became dean
of the faculty. Lockwood gained
experience with the State Board
of Education and the State Legislature as well as with the faculty
and students while at Concord.
In 1963 he was sought by Union
College and in 1964 he became
dean of the faculty, provost, and
professor of history. The problem that awaited him when he arrived on campus was a dispute over
a plan to rework the academic calendar.
normal" teaching duties and during the summer of 1964 and the
1964-1965 academic year they went
through a complete review of
Union's teaching program.
This past autumn the results of

Lockwood's efforts went into effect, but the project is not yet finished and he insists on completing
it before he returns to the College
Union has changed from a two
semester to a tri-mester system,
and there is now emphasis on a
diversified
yet comprehensive
education.
Lockwood is also interested on the
graduate problem faced by small
colleges
especially the Ph D
question. A Ph.D offering would
attract better teachers.
Lockwood likes the small liberal
arts college because it can experiment with education, can
change rapidly, and can respond
to student ideas, as well as mold
a program designed for individual
student needs.
At Princeton and as an educator
Lockwood has published several
articles in " The Christian Register"
the "Princeton Library
Chronicle", "The Abraham Lincoln Quarterly", and "The Journal of Higher Education". His subjects have, ranged from history and
the humanities to contemporary
religious thought.

Let's talk
eyeball to eyeball

Delta Phi
Delta Phi announced that officers
elected for the Trinity term are:
President Leonard I. Goldstein
'67, Vice President Philip G. Gully
'67, Treasurer Ernest H. Williams
'68,
Corresponding Secretary.
Peter F. Gable '6, Recording
Secretary Robert A. Boas '67,
and Steward David C. Soule '69..
Atheneum
The new officers elected in the
Atheneum Debating Society are;
President Robert E. Sherrrill '69,
Vice President William T. Barrante '68, Corresponding Secretary Howard K. Gilbert' '70,
Recording Secretary Robert B.
Pippin '70, and Treasurer Michael
A, Peck '69.

MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
Ddlcatusm • Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Juat Ovar The Rock*
243 2km S t w *

Open Sevea
Days c Wt&k

Eyeball to eyeball is the only way to talk about the career
you want and the opportunities we canoffer in Sales Management for you who have majored in economics, business
administration, marketing or liberal arts. Arrange to see
the Standard Brands representative. Campus Interviews:
February 9

527-9644
PLANTERS

Johnson
& Grandahl
Auto Body Repair

FLEISCHMANN'S
YEAST

Quality workmanship
at a reasonable price.
Rear 47 Main St.
Hartford
Call 522-9072

••.'4

STANDARD BRANDS INCORPORATED
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Bantam Hoopsters Conquer
Ninth-Ranked Ephs, 80-76

nt Into (|
lot yet (ij,

Riding on a six game winning
streak the Ephmen of Williams
came Into Hartford as the ninth
ranked team in New England, before the Trinity hoopsters upset
them 80-76 Saturday night,
playing a deliberate game, the
visitors took command early In
by suit the first period setting up each
shot While hitting a very high
'lie Ph.D
percentage from the floor. FindIng themselves at a large height
disadvantage, the Bantams were
all liberal
I can«. unable to clear the offensive boards
and were at the wrong end of a
"on, «
20-6 Score before they changed
n resDomt
their style of play and forced
Williams to speed up their shots.
Individual
Larry DuPont came in at forward
and the home team began to roll
n educator
up points. DuPont led an amazing
d several
rally that saw Coach Robie Shults'
squad tally 16 to the Ephman's
Llbniy
lone bucket tying the score at
22-22.
The JOB.
At one stage DuPont made a four
. His £ 4
point play on a field goal and two
Istorjaid
free throws resulting from an
Bmporarj
Intentional foul.
From this point on the lead
changed hands several times with
all the Bantams taking part in the
scoring. At the halfway point, the
visitors were ahead 44-42. The
points were well divided for both
squads as the Ephmen's Jay Healy,
Bill Drummond, and Irv Bland had
13, 11, and 10 points respectively,
while for the Trin team Bob Gutzman and Dupont scored 10 each
while Captain Don Overbeck tallied
eight.
After the break Mike Hickey tied
the game at 44-44 and from that
point the Bantams never fell behind. Hickey carried the scoring
load pricking up 15 tallies in the
second half. Trln maintained a
small margin until the final four
and one half minutes of play in
[ the second half when the Ephrnan
i bunched their shots and tied the
, score at 70-70. Hickey came back
' with a long jumper to give the
jjE-,Yiome team a two-point edge. Bland,
; however, sank two free throws to
1 «e up the game. Holding the Ephf men scoreless, the Bantams tallied
•' seven points to take a 79-72 lead.
j, Hickey sank three key shots from
'tie foul line during this drive.
The Ephmen were too far behind
at this point to catch up and the
game ended 80-76 .with the under^e College,
fora a
3r
system,
lasts on

Wes Cards 8-1
Squash Victory;
Frosh Win Two
Despite the victory of captain Ed
""ton, the Varsity Squash team
«as unable to beat Wesleyan and
•s e» Prey to the arch-rivals by the
<-°re
of 8-1. The match, played on
"e wopponent's courts on January
f Epical of the large margin
aif victory which the Bantam
vnS
" h a v e f a c e d all year.
While the Varsity's record fell
' -s-6, the freshmen squash team
fended its winning streak to four
frnV t o r l e s o v e r t h e Wesleyan
Ir
°sh and the Deerfield Team.
Reversing the Varsity's score,
hb rac<
a n 8 1 score walloped
e
U'L
DeeSS
"
" AgaInst
Bm i \ luetmen
e di w h o b r o u g n t o n l y

seyen

dog Bantams on top. Williams'Jay
Healy took the game scoring honors with 24 points while for the
winners, Hickey was high with 21
and DuPont and Overbeck had 16.
Prior to the exam period the
Bantams edged Wesleyan by an

84-83 score. Hickey scored 25
while Overbeck had 16 in a game
that was as exciting as the score
Indicates. This week, the Bantams
face Amherst the eighth and Kings
Point the eleventh, both games taking place In the Trinity field house.

lessee to Be Honored
At Testimonial Dinner
"Now It's the turn of the people
who know Dan best to honor him
for a coaching career, certainly
unique in the history of Trinity
and probably unmatched in any
other college," said Charles T.
Kingston.
Kingston captained
Coach Dan Jessee's 1933 Trinity
gridiron squad and is co-chairman
of the Daniel E. Jessee Testimonial
Dinner to be given by his former
lettermen in football, baseball, and
squash racquets March 7 at the,
Hartford Hilton Hotel.
Also taking part in the plans for
the dinner is Robert W. Barrow's,
a football player under Jessee and
captain of Trinity's 1950 baseball
team.
Recently, retiring Coach Jessee
has received several tributes culminating in his election by the
coaches throughout the country

as small college "Coach of the
Year."
Prior to this Jessee had received
an honorary degree from his Alma
Mater, Pacific University, the
Carens Memorial Award from the
Boston football writers, and a
plaque from the members of the
American Football Coaches Association following his term as president. In addition the College named
the football field Jessee Field.

Trin Swimmers to Meet Springfield
En Route to New England Showdown
Bantam swimmers have found
opposition in several forms on
land lately as they prepare for

Fencers Duel to 19-6 Win
Over Norwich; Even Record
With only one day's practice following the exam break, Trinity's
fencing team overpowered visiting
Norwich Academy, 19-6, Friday
evening to bring their record to
3-3.
Sparking the victory, the sabre
team won eight of their nine bouts
against the young, hard-swinging
Norwich trio. Captain Harry Wood
(2-1) and juniors Emil Angelica
(3-0) and Colin Kaufman (3-0)
all had good nights giving up only
a few touches.
Bantam's dueling sword also had
a fine match picking up six wins
to the opponent's one. All three
hosting epee men, Mike McLean,
Ken Button, and Chris Klemm,
recorded two wins while dropping
one bout. The last two bouts of the
meet McLean and Button double
touched themselves to double
losses. This is a ruling under the
A.F.A, which gives neither fencer a victory and both teams a
loss If their bout ends in a tie.
In deference to the Norwich squad
which fences under the A.F.A.
code, the Bantams acknowledged
these decisions although they normally fence under theN.F.A. rules
which call for continued fencing
until there is a victor.
Finally, the hosting foil team
edged the Norwich unit 5-4 as
Mike Loberg had a perfect record on the strip giving up only
six touches. For Norwich Tom
Sebert and George Hallonen ended the day with two wins and one
loss apiece in foil.
Before semester break the Bantams played host to a powerful

TWO POINTS! Jim Stuhlman (32) prepares to sink one in c lose
as Larry DuPont (31) gives- him some room for the shot,

Harvard squad that had already
defeated MIT and City College in
New York. The Crimson came
out on top 18-9 as their depth
proved too much for the Trin
squad. McLean (3-0) in epee, and
Loberg (2-1) and Mike Williams
(2-1) in foil were the only Bantams to have winning records.
Trin squares off against the visiting Brandeis squad Saturday February 11 at home at 2:00 p.m.,
with hopes of getting above the
.500 mark.

Trinity Skaters
Melt Utica, 7-4
Despite the absence of Captain
Peter Strohmeier and goalie Sandy
Tllney, the varsity hockey team
came up with a rather easy 7-4
victory over Utica College to remain undefeated.
The game, played on January 15,
started out as a rather close contest with Bill Newberry scoring
the Bantam's lone goal in the first
period. However, the game opened
up In the second period with three
goals by Trin's Marckwald, Barfchausen, and Mitchell. The Bantam
icemen also had a strong second
half as Bryant, Stolle, and Newberry chalked up goals which provided the margin of victory.
Coach Bill Berry was pleased
with the performances of Jim Peters who filled in for the injured
Tilney and freshman John Steins
who played for captain Strohmeier.

the season's third, largest and
last leg. Vacations have twice
split Coach Robert Slaughter's
work schedules; grades have' defeated un mathematically-minded
butterfller Lang Tyler; and weather-rendered disease is threatening
the remaining troops.
Clutching a 4-1 record, the Trowbridge tankers host Springfield
here today at 4 p.m. Then, in
quick succession, the Varsity visits M.I.T. (February 11th) and
Amherst (February 15th).
Yet, nevertheless, the out-look
is optimistic. All-American BUI
Bacon and Duff Tyler joined the
rest of the squad's hard-core In
twice daily workouts over the
break. And the big circle on the
swimming calendar,1s not the Amherst or Wesleyan meet but the
New England Championships at
Southern Conn., March 9-11.
Scoring in this year's championship meet is for twelve places
(previously six), giving Trinity
the opportunity to swim not only
for firsts with Tyler, Bacon and
Mike Wright but using lesser
heroes for supplimentary 9ths and
1 Oths. Last year the Bantatfts finished sixth with 26 points/ Bacon
winning the 100-yard backstroke
in :3S.O and Tyler taking the 500yard freestyle in 5:04.0, both New
England records.
Just before the exam recess Trinity swam over Tufts, 65-25 and

THE ALL NEW

WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England
GRANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee
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suffered its first defeat toBowdoin, 59-36. In the Tufts rout,
Bacon and Wright churned through
a record-breaking 50-freestyIe,
with Bacon finishing in 22.4 and
Wright In 22.6. Even Wright's
time was good enough to tie the
old mark held by Tyler.
Top performances can also be
expected today from Bill "Frog"
Roth and Larry Ach in the distance freestyle, John Shumate and
Howie Shaffer in the breaststroke*
Jeff Vogelsang and Ric Hehdee.
The Trinity freshmen swimming
team has had a disappointing season so far with losses In their
first three meets.
Bright spots in-the 57-33 loss
to Canterbury were double •winner Seth Merriman in the 200
yard individual medley and the
100 yard butterfly; and Captain
Phil Davis and Bill Green as
they finished 1-2 in the 100 yard
breaststroke.
Against Williston, Davis set a
new freshman breaststroke record of 1:08.7 breaking his old
mark of 1:09.1. Merriman also
won the 100 yard fly for Trin's
only firsts as Williston romped
78-17. The R.P.I, meet was decided In the last relay as the
Bantams dropped a close meet
49-46.
Tomorrow the frosh face the
Westminster School here at
4 o'clock.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee

$1.05

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR H A M SANDWICH

6. BROILED PORK CHOPS/APPLE SAUCE

1.75
1.65
1.15
1.75
U0

2.15

FOR 75s* MORE — SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK
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TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD

Covers All Angles Of The News
'Where the Boys Are9
Faults Trin Gentlemen
"TRINITY: The boys are like
the boy next door U the boy next
door Is a drunken letch," accordIng to the recently published guide
to eastern men's colleges, WHERE
THE BOYS ARE.

Candidate Period Begins This Week
Openings A vailable For:
*Fecsture Writers
* Arts Critics
*Columnist$
*Sports Writers
* Reporters
* Photographers

Coffee Hour Tonight & Tomorrow
From 5 to 6 in the TRIPOD Office

trinity
Layout Kditor
LoiRhton L. Smith '69

EDITOKIAL BOAKD
Edltor-in-Chiet
Jeffrey E. Lucas '68
News Editor
Ames M. Nelson '68
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William B. Rosenblatt bs
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Dr.: Lockwood Named to Presidency?
Appointment to Be Effective July, 1968
The Trustees have
Upon his graduation
elected Dr. Theodore D.
from the College, Dr.
Lockwood 'i|.8, provost
Lockwood won a Terry
and dean of the faculty
Fellowship to study modat Union College, to
ern European history at
succeed Dr. Albert C.
Princeton where he earned
Jacobs as the 15th preshis M.A. and Ph.D. degrees,
ident of the College.
Dr. Lockwood said that
Dr. Lockwood's appointhe
was "deeply honored"
ment will be effective
by
his election. He noted
July 1, 1968, when Dr 0
that
liberal arts colleges
Jacob retires .
today
face great chal.Lyraan B. Brainerd,
enges, and they must
vice-chairman of the
"continue to provide the
Trustees, announced the
innovative thrust upon
appointment of Dr. Lockwhich higher education in
wood to a special meetthis country depends."
ing of the faculty at
In theorizing on edfour p o m D today.
ucation, Dr. Lockwood
Since his graduation
believes that the indivMoIoT., Concord College
Dr. Lockwood has mainidual student must share
of West Virginia, and
tained his ties with the
importantly in the resUnion.
College, serving as a
member of the board of
At Union where he be- ponsibility for his own
came professor of history education, and that the
fellows and as an alumni
as well as dean and provost small liberal arts
trustee from 1961).. In
in 1961). he brought about colleges can provide the
addition the presidentmajor curriculum reform. flexibility which, with
elect's late father was
As an undergraduate at the help of an underchairman of the departthe College, Dr. Lockwood standing teacher,makes
ment of engineering at
was a member of the Sen- it possible for the studthe College.
In announcing Dr. Lock- ate, Medusa, and the var- ent to determine and to
sity football team. He . fulfill his mission in
wood's election, Mr.
was
elected to Phi Beta
life. "But let's call
Brainerd said, "The selKappa
and
Pi
Gamma
Mu
this
'study in depth,1
ection committee has
been working for more than and was Valedictorian of not specialization," the
a
president-elect adds.
year to find a success- his class.
or to Dr. Jacobs on his
retirement next year.
J- am sure that it is most
unusual for a Board of
Trustees to elect one of
In selecting Dr. Lockwood to succeed President
JJ own members to this
Jacobs, the Trustees'have given the College a.briloffice. However,
liant man with unusually diversified interests and
an outstanding.record in education.
Lockwood's experience
only as a teacher and
In 1968 Dr. Lockwood will assume the presadministrator, but also
idency of an institution which, during the past
*3 an alumnus and trustee ll(. years under Dr. Jacobs, has attained an aca°* the College makes him
demic rating of "'highly selective" and has developuniquely qualified to be-- ed an up-to-date physical plant. Most of the aca-'
°°we Trinity's 15th
demic and social growing pains which necessarily
President.11
accompany physical expansion will 'have been endured, and the time will be right for the new
., ^ r « Lockwood brings to
president to scrutinize the internal functioning
jae C o n e g e a versatile
of the College.
background as both a.
teacher, and administrator.
As a graduate and Trustee Dr. Lockwood is
*}ls academic career has
familiar with both the strengths and weaknesses
deluded positions at
©f Trinity. There would seem to be no better
"artmouth, Juniata College, man to succeed Dr. Jacobs.

A Look to the Future—and Back

!
T5S^~
who will each present two
Weisberg therefore con- Bonds,
forty minute shows, music will be
that if Oswald were wit- provided
continuously by Bernie
t i n g the assassination from and the Cavaliers, U.S. Bonds' back
">ev first floor, he could hardly up group. For those whose tastes
"» e been committing it from a in dancing music do not run to the
«th floor window. He maintained pulsating material presented by
{"at
the Commission was
Bernie
Richard Linson and his JUNIOR WALKER and the All Stars are ready to set you in mo10
discard this piece of <
orchestra will be on hand in Wean tion along with Gary U. S. Bonds at the Junior Prom on March 10.
(Continued on Page 5)
Lounge.

i to Feature
Seminars
michael, chairman of the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating C.om,»
mittee (SNCC)j Carl Oglesby, National president of Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS), and
Claude Brown, author of MANCHILD IN THE PROMISED LAND.
Also participating will be Ben
B. Seligman, director of the Labor
Relations and Research Center
at the University of Massachusetts;
Donald N. Michael, program director of the Center for Research
on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge, Ann Arbor, Michigan; Ernest van den Haag, social economist and philosopher; and W. H.
Ferry, vice president of the Center
for the Study of Democratic Institutions. Santa Barbara, California.
In anticipation of the April symposium, a series of seminars will
be held for those students who wish
to develop a greater understanding
of the works of the sociologists
who will be participating. Thesena^
lnar program was suggested by the
Symposium Planning Committee to
Insure a meaningful dialogue between symposium participants and
members of the campus community
who are deeply concerned with the
control of social change.
"The seminar participants will
form the nucleus of the nineworkshops~to~beTheac(ed Tjyithe" sym-,
poslumJs nine visiting1 speakers,"
Michael P. .Seitschlk '68, chairman of the Symposium Planning
Committee, reported. He said that
several members of the faculty
have agreed to assist workshop
groups preparing for the sym-.
posium. For example, Dr. Albert
Rabil, Jr., will direct a seminar
on an in-depth study of Saul Allnsky, while Chaplain Alan C. Tull
will lead discussions on the Reverend James Breedeh and the
Church's role in the Ciyil Rights
movement.
Seltchik said that the symposium
; was prompted by the disturbing
• reports on the effect of the computer age on traditional social,
economic and political concepts.
"In the past decade the cause
of human rights has been vigorously maintained by the civil
rights movement," Seitchik said.
" But now it is becoming increasingly clear that in jthe maintenance
of these rights we must come to
grips with the changes which are
taking place In society. In particular we must face the changes affected by automation and technol,ogy in the areas of employment,
information, education, and centralization." He also cited predictions by experts that within our
generation" Industry will become
so automated that there may be
jobs for only ten per cent of the
present labor force.
All those Interested in taking
part in the April symposium are
strongly urged to also sign up
j for a series of seminars devoted
to preparations for the week-long
visit of Dr. Norman Birnbaum,
the College's 1967 Lecturer-inResldence. The first of these seminars will be held Thursday at 9
p.m. In Alumni Lounge under the
direction of Richard Weingarten
'68. He noted that he would announce a reading list and a^schedule of meetings for those Interested
(Continued on Page" 3)
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Covers
'Where the B<
Faults Trin (
"TRINITY: The boys are like
the boy next door If the boy next
door Is a drunken letch," accordIng to the recently published guide
to eastern men's colleges, WHERE
THE BOYS ARE.

Candid
Opening
* Feature ^
* Arts ."Griticj
*Columnisti
* Sports Wr
* Re porters |
*Phptograp

Coffee
From 5 to 6 in the TRIPOD Office

.
ces located in the basement of Mather Hall, Trinity
Hartlord, Conn,, 06106.
Telephone: 246-1829 or 527r3153, ext. 252

